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Effect of dispersed silica particles on the smectic-A–smectic-C* phase transition
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We study the influence of the dispersed aerosil particle concentration on the soft and Goldstone mode
dynamics across the smectic-A–smectic-C* phase transition using dielectric spectroscopy. We use CE8 liquid
crystal filled with aerosils of concentrationsx5ms /(ms1mLC)50.025, 0.05, 0.1, and 0.15, wherems and
mLC stand for masses of aerosil and liquid crystal, respectively. In dispersions withx,0.15 the characteristic
Goldstone frequency temperature dependencef G(T) is almost bulklike in contrast to the corresponding soft
mode dependencef s(T). For x.0 the degeneracy of the modes at the SmA-SmC* transition temperature is
lifted. With increasingx the modes’ intensities gradually decrease and the critical effective coefficientg
tentatively approaches the value characterizing the three-dimensionalXY universality class. Forx50.15, a
drastic change in behavior is observed. The Goldstone mode is completely suppressed and thef s(T) depen-
dence begins to deviate from the Arrhenius behavior. A simple phenomenological approach is used in the
explanation of results.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.66.041702 PACS number~s!: 61.30.2v, 64.70.Md, 89.75.Da
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I. INTRODUCTION

Phase behavior influenced by irregular confinement
been an interesting topic for years. Convenient experime
systems to study this phenomenon are numerous liquid c
tal ~LC! phases either confined to various porous matrices@1#
or filled with inclusions@2#. The choice of various LC phase
is justified by a rich variety of different phase transitions th
they exhibit in translational or orientational long range ord
ing @3#. In addition LCs are typical representatives of s
systems characterized by a strong response to relatively w
perturbations. Among the confining matrices acting as dis
dering agents, controlled-pore glasses~CPG!, Vycor glasses,
millipore membranes, or aerogels are conventionally u
@1#. In these matrices the degree of randomness~i.e., geo-
metrically enforced disorder! gradually increases from th
former ~CPG! to the latter~aerogel! system. As inclusions
aerosil particles~spherular SiO2 objects! of diameter 2 R
;7 nm, whose surface is covered by hydroxyl groups,
typically used@2#.

By varying the aerosil particles concentrationrs ~weight
of silica per cm3 of LC!, the degree of disordering enforce
to a hosting LC phase can be relatively well controlled.
increasingrs the organization of aerosil particles undergo
three qualitatively different regimes@2,4,5#. Below the gela-
tion thresholdrs5rg;0.01 g/cm3, almost isolated aggre
gates of aerosil float in LCs. Aboverg the gel-like aerosil
structure is formed that is enabled by hydrogen bonding
tween hydroxyl groups on aerosil surfaces. For densitiesrs
less thanra;0.1 g/cm3 this structure is relatively respon
sive. If the elastic strain imposed by surrounding LC phas
large enough the bonds among aerosil particles relativ
break easily and rearrange allowing partial relaxation of
strain. The regimers,ra , in which the induced disorder ca
be partially annealed, is referred to as thesoft or also the
annealed strainregime. For larger concentrations thestiff
regime is entered resembling the rigid aerogel structu
1063-651X/2002/66~4!/041702~8!/$20.00 66 0417
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There the geometrically induced disorder is almost fu
quenched.

In studying the influence ofrs on LC phase behavio
most studies so far focused on the isotropic-nematic (I -N)
and nematic-smecticA (N-SmA) phase transitions@2,5–10#.

In general the observed phase transition temperature s
towards lower temperatures@2# are relatively large and ex
hibit nonmonotonousrs dependence, reflecting qualitativ
changes in the aerosil arrangement. In the regimers,ra in
the nematic phase bimodal behavior is often observed@5#.
The first contribution resembles the bulk behavior. On
contrary the second one is more or less glasslike, origina
from LC molecules in strong contact with the aerosil n
work. Thermal anisotropy studies@9# indicate that the aerosi
inclusions break the system into strongly polydomain orie
tational ordering. With increasingrs the character of the
N-SmA transition as a rule approaches three-dimensionalXY
universality class@2#. This indicates that the increased diso
der weakens the coupling between the nematic and sme
order parameters. Forrs.ra a strong change in the qualita
tive behavior is observed resembling the behavior of L
confined to aerogels matrices. In this regime theI -N and
N-SmA specific heat peaks become anomalously broade
@2#. For even larger concentrations (rs*0.4 g/cm3) the dis-
order is expected to completely smear out the discontinu
I -N phase transition@2,11#.

In this contribution we study the influence of aerosil co
centration on the SmA-SmC* phase transition. This phas
transition has been intensively studied in bulk. In addition
studies of critical phenomena@13,12#, which are driven by an
interest in basic physics, electro-optic applications have a
been explored@14#. In most cases the bulk SmA-SmC*
phase transition is expected to be of second order wha
predicted by molecular theories@15# ~Note that the interac-
tion between different order parameter fluctuation m
change the second-order character of the transition@16#.! Its
main characteristics can be described with the two com
nent order parameter@17,18#, often defined with anglesu and
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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f. Hereu describes deviations of molecular orientation fro
the smectic layer normal and thef defines the molecula
projection in the layer plane. The dynamics of the seco
order smectic-A–smectic-C* phase transition taking place a
T5TAC is dominated by the doubly degenerated soft mo
at T>TAC . Below the transition this degeneracy is lifte
bifurcating into the Goldstone mode and soft amplitu
mode@17#. The first, the symmetry recovering mode, is b
low TAC dominant and describes fluctuations inf. The am-
plitude mode describes fluctuations inu.

In this contribution we focus on the influence of aero
concentration on the dynamics of the soft and Goldst
mode of the SmA-SmC* phase transition in the CE8 (8CI* )
liquid crystal by means of the dielectric spectroscopy. T
plan of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II we present
experimental setup. In Sec. III the model used to explain
measurements presented in Sec. IV is briefly given. The
sults are discussed in Sec. V and summarized in the
section.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SET UP

We studied a mixtureS-(1)- @4-(28-methylbutyl! phenyl
48-n-octylbiphenyl-4-carboxylate# ~denoted as CE8 or 8SI*!
ferroelectric LC and Degussa hydrophilic aerosil A 3
@19,2#. The aerosil consists of nearly spherical SiO2 particles
of diameter 2 R;7 nm with fairly narrow size distribution
~full width at half maximum of distribution;7.5 nm). They
are covered with -OH~hydroxyl! groups that can bond hy
drogen in a network at a high enough concentration. T
hydrophilic coating produces@4# a strong homeotropic an
choring~i.e., tends to orient molecules along the surface n
mal! of polar LC molecules at the surface. The quoted s
cific surface area is 300 m2/g. The CE8-aerosil mixtures
were prepared with the solvent method@7# by using chemi-
cally pure acetone. After slow evaporation of the acetone
mixture was placed in vacuum for one hour to remove
remaining acetone. During this procedure the sample
kept in the SmA phase, i.e., it was not allowed to enter t
crystal phase.

Four different mixtures were prepared withx
50.025, 0.05, 0.10, and 0.15. Herex5ms /(ms1mLC),
wherems andmLC are masses of aerosils and liquid crys
in the mixture, respectively. Note that we use relative m
concentrationx instead of densityrs5(ms /mLC)rLC of
silica in liquid crystal quoted in other studies becausex is not
temperature dependent. HererLC;1 g/cm3 is the density of
the liquid crystal material.

The complex dielectric constant«* (T,v)5«82 i«9 was
measured using HP4282A LCR meter. The method is
scribed in Ref.@20#. The LC is confined within a plane pa
allel cell of thicknessd;50 mm. For latter convenience w
introduce the Cartesian coordinate system, where cell pl
are set aty50 and y5d. In bulk, the layers are stacke
along thez direction in the so-called bookshelf arrangeme
This was achieved by orienting the sample in the magn
field of strength 9 T on cooling the sample through theI -N
transition. The electric field is applied along the cell pla
04170
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normal in they direction. The amplitude of the excitatio
voltage was 1 V.

In scanning runs, the dielectric constant was measure
few frequencies between 40 Hz and 4 kHz on cooling
sample with the typical cooling rate of 200 mK/h. In th
temperature stepping run the dielectric spectra were take
60 frequencies between 20 Hz and 1 MHz on cooling
sample with typical temperature steps of250 mK.

III. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Let us first consider the bulk system with layers in t
bookshelf geometry. The orientational ordering of a molec
is given by the nematic director field

nW 5~sinu cosf,sinu sinf,cosu!. ~1!

In the SmA phaseu50. In the equilibrium SmC* phase
the molecules are tilted from smectic layers for the co
angleu5u0 and the molecules precess around the cone
f5f05q0z. Herep52p/q0 represents the pitch of the he
lix. The values ofu0 andq0 result from the minimization of
the relevant free energy@18,21#.

Note that as a primary orientational order parameter of
SmA-SmC* phase transition one conventionally introduce
two component parameter@17,18# jW5(j1 ,j2):

j15nxnz;u cosf, j25nynz;u sinf. ~2!

In this approach one assumes that layers adopt the e
librium spacing. In the SmC* phase the tilt locally breaks
the axial symmetry and introduces a transverse in-pl
spontaneous polarizationPW 5(Px ,Py,0) perpendicular to the
direction of tilt. Therefore it holdsPx5constnynz and Py
52constnxnz . In the equilibrium the average polarizatio
of the sample is thus zero. Note thatPW is only a secondary
order parameter which relaxes much faster than liquid cr
talline degrees of freedom so that one can use adiabatic
proximation and renormalize material constants@22#. This is
justified for calculations of the equilibrium LC structures a
dominant director dynamics.

With this in mind the most essential properties of the s
tem of our interest can be obtained from the free ene
density@13,18#

f 5
a0~T2TAC!

2
~j1

21j1
2!1

b

4
~j1

21j1
2!22LS j1

]j2

]z

2j2

]j1

]z D1
K3

2 S S ]j1

]z D 2

1S ]j2

]z D 2D 2

1
K8

2 S ]j1

]x
1

]j2

]y D 2

1
K9

2 S ]j1

]y
2

]j2

]x D . ~3!

Herea0 , b, L are the phenomenological constants andK3 ,
K8,K9 orientational elastic constants analogous to the be
splay, and twist, nematic Frank elastic constants, resp
tively. The equilibrium wave vector of the helical pitch
2-2
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given by q05L/K3. To obtain the dynamics of the orde
parameter fluctuations one introduces the dissipation fu
tion density as@13#

f d5
n

2 S S ]j1

]t D 2

1S ]j2

]t D 2D . ~4!

The characteristic viscous coefficientn is expected to exhibit
noncritical behavior and is thermally activated@23#.

Expansion of the order parameterjW (rW,t);jWeq(rW)1djW (t)
about the equilibrium profilejWeq(rW) and considering Eqs
~3!,~4! one obtains in the SmA phase, double degenerate
soft mode. In the SmC* phase the degeneracy is lifted an
one obtains the soft amplitude mode~fluctuations inu) and
the Goldstone mode~fluctuations inf). The dispersion re-
lations@13# for the characteristic mode relaxation times a
function of the mode wave vectorqW 5(qx ,qy ,qz) read as

1

ts
5

1

n
@a0~T2TAC!1K3~q06qz!

21K1q'
2 #; T>TAC,

~5a!

1

ts
5

1

n
@2a0~TAC2T!1K3~q06qz!

21K1q'
2 #; T<TAC,

~5b!

1

tG
5

1

n
@K3~q06qz!

21K1q'
2 #; T<TAC. ~5c!

HereK15(K81K9)/2, q'
2 5qx

21qy
2 and subscripts andG

refer to the soft and Goldstone mode, respectively.
In our experiment we probe Goldstone and soft mo

fluctuations with dielectric spectroscopy. This meth
@22,20# measures the complex dielectric constant«(v)*
5«(v)82 i«(v)9 response of the polarization of the syste
at zero wave vector to an external homogeneous fieldEW
5(0,E,0)eivt. In our case the dielectric response within t
frequency regime studied can be approximately expres
@22# as

«~v,T>TAC!* 5
D«s

11 ivts
1«` , ~6a!

«~v,T<TAC!* 5
D«s

11 ivts
1

D«G

11 ivtG
1«` . ~6b!

Here D«s and D«G describe the strength of the soft mod
and Goldstone mode contributions, respectively, and«` in-
cludes all higherv mode contributions. In this approxima
tion each mode is characterized by a single relaxation ti
One commonly defines the corresponding relaxation
quencies of both the modes asf s51/2pts and f G
51/2ptG .

Below TAC the dielectric response is dominated by t
Goldstone mode. For the geometry described, its amplit
at q50 is to a good approximation expressed as@13#
04170
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u D 2 «0

2K3q0
2

. ~7!

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We have measured the complex dielectric const
«(v)* 5«(v)82 i«(v)9 across the SmA-SmC* phase tran-
sition in the aerosil filled CE8 phase. We studied mixtur
with x50.025,0.05,0.10,0.15 and also a reference pure b
CE8 sample. The data were analyzed using the modi
Cole-Davison ansatz,

«~v,T>TAC!* 5
D«s

~11 ivts!
h

1«`1
sR

v
1

is i

v
, ~8a!

«~v,T<TAC!* 5
D«s

~11 ivts!
h

1
D«G

~11 ivtG!k
1«`1

sR

v

1
is i

v
, ~8b!

whereD«s , D«G , «` , f s51/(2pts), f G51/(2ptG), h, k,
and the complex conductivitys* 5sR1 is i are the fitting
parameters. Departures of powersh and k from 1 indicate
distribution of the soft mode and Goldstone mode relaxat
times about characteristic valuests and tG , respectively.
The conductivity terms take into account finite conductiv
of the system.

In Fig. 1 we show the temperature evolution of the diele
tric dispersion in Cole-Cole plots for pure CE8 and differe
aerosil mixtures. AboveTAC , only soft mode is observed
and below it also the Goldstone mode appears. The co
sponding temperature and concentration dependent stren
of modes are plotted in Fig. 2. Both modes are increasin
suppressed with growingx. For x50.15 the Goldstone mode
disappears within the experimental accuracy and the
mode distribution broadens. Note that temperature sh
DTAC5TAC

(0)2TAC(x),0.2 K from the pure bulk
SmA-SmC* phase transition temperature,TAC

(0)5357.90 K
are relatively small in the whole examined range@see Table I
for TAC(x)]. The characteristic frequencies as functions oT
and x are plotted in Fig. 3. The two frequencies are deg
erate atTAC

(0) in pure CE8. Forx.0 this degeneracy is lifted
Note thatf G is, relatively, weakly affected byx in compari-
son to f s @24#. In Fig. 4 we plot the temperature depende
static dielectric constant for different concentrationsx. The
critical exponentg revealing the character of the AC trans
tion can be inferred. Forx50.15 the«8(T) dependence ex
hibits a dramatic change in the behavior. For temperatu
T.TAC(x) we fitted«8 to the scaling ansatz@25#

«85
A1

r g
~11D1

1r D1!1Br1C, ~9!

where r 5(T2TAC)/TAC is the reduced temperature,A1,
D1

1 , D1 , B, andC are the fitting parameters. The correctio
2-3
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to scaling factorD1
1 was found negligibly small and set t

zero andD150.5. Below TAC(x) we were not able to fit
«8(T) dependence of the soft mode because in this temp
ture regime the dielectric response is dominated by the G
stone mode. The results reveal~Fig. 5! that the extracted
value ofg strongly depends on the temperature range use
the fitting procedure.

Note that the data in Fig. 4 were taken at 4 kHz becaus
this particular frequency the anomaly related to the s
mode is best visible on the slope of the increasing Goldst

FIG. 1. Measured values of«9 plotted versus«8 for different
concentrationsx and three different temperaturesDT5T2TAC . ~a!
pure bulk sample,~b! x50.025, ~c! x50.05, ~d! x50.15.
04170
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mode dielectric intensity just belowTAC(x) ~see the narrow
small peak in the first panel of Fig. 4!. Data at 4 kHz are thus
serving purely as an illustration. Actually it should be not
that the 4 kHz data due to the critical slowing down do n
represent any more below some temperature nearTAC(x),

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the dielectric inten
D«mode of the ~a! Goldstone and~b! soft mode in various LC and
aerosil mixtures. The intensities of both modes are strongly s
pressed with increasingx. For x50.15 the Goldstone mode disap
pears and the soft mode exhibits strong widening and rounding~c!
Decreasing of the peak dielectric constant with increasingx for both
soft and Goldstone mode and widening of the soft mode peak.
2-4
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the static dielectric response, which should be solely fitted
the power ansatz. This breakdown of the static response i
would introduce the additional rounding effect. So the 4 k
data nearTAC(x) were actually replaced progressively by t
low frequency data in order to ensure the static respo
validity. To illustrate this problem the 1 kHz data are add
to the second panel in Fig. 4 showing«8 of the x50.05
mixture. Here, the small kink in the slope of 1 kHz da
corresponds to theTAC(x) soft mode anomaly.

V. DISCUSSION

In Table I we summarize some of geometric characte
tics @2# of our samples, characterized by the main aero
void size l 0;2/(ars), equivalent to the mean LC lengt
scale and the relative fractionp;a0ars of ‘‘frozen’’ LC
molecules~i.e., molecules in strong contact with the aero
particles!. To estimate values ofl 0 and p we set a
;300 g/cm3 anda0;2 nm. These estimates assume hom
geneous distribution of aerosil particles.

For all concentrations studied the estimated value ofl 0 is

TABLE I. Concentration of the aerosil particles and consequ
phase transition temperature shifts, typical length scalel 0 enforced
to LC and relative fractionp of frozen LC molecules for a homo
geneous distribution of aerosils.

x TAC(x) ~K! rs (g/cm3) l 0 (mm) p

0.025 357.85 0.026 0.26 0.02
0.05 357.78 0.053 0.13 0.03
0.10 357.75 0.111 0.06 0.07
0.15 357.70 0.176 0.04 0.11

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the characteristic relaxa
frequencies. Note the degeneracy of the two frequencies atTAC in
pure CE8 and appearance of the gap atx.0.
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well below the pitch of the helix (;2 mm). The aerosil
particles are known to strongly anchor the LC molecules@4#.
Therefore they are expected to strongly pin the fluctuati
and thus suppress fluctuations with wave vectorqÞNp/ l 0,
whereN51,2,3, . . . . Note that our measurements were pe
formed atq;0 and consequently one would expect co
plete suppression of measured modes for all concentrat
of aerosils studied. This should particularly affect the Go
stone modes becausef is said to be the ‘‘soft’’ component o
the order parameter: i.e., its spatial variation readily ado
to the imposed geometrical length scale.

However results forx,0.15 disagree with these expect
tions. The Goldstone mode amplitude~Fig. 2! remains finite

t

on

FIG. 4. The temperature variation of the dielectric constant a
kHz ~open circles! and forx50.05 also at 1 kHz~diamonds!. Solid
lines represent fits of the static dielectric constant to the sca
ansatz.

FIG. 5. Effective critical exponentg for two limiting tempera-
ture ranges. Solid lines represent also the range of critical expon
within 95% confidence level.r min

(1) (x5020.05);231023, r min
(2) (x

5020.05);531024, r min
(1) (0.10);2.731023, r min

(2) (0.10);1.3
31023, and r min

(1) (0.15);8.531023, r min
(2) (0.15);331023. The

cutoffs for x.0.05 are different because of apparent strong rou
ing.
2-5
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and its frequency temperature dependencef G(T) ~Fig. 3! is
relatively, weakly affected byx. Also the transition tempera
ture is relatively, weakly shifted (DTAC,0.2 K, see Fig. 3!.
This indicates that the sample response is dominated by
mains with bulklike ordering. The domains must be lar
enough in comparison to the pitch size so that long w
length Goldstone modes still exist. The reduction of t
Goldstone and soft mode strength with increasingx origi-
nates partially in the formation of smaller domains whe
fluctuation pinning is effective and in increasing departu
of preferred domain orientations from thez axis. Photopyro-
electric measurements@4# reveal that with increasedx the
distribution of domain orientations strongly broadens~i.e., at
rs;0.04 almost isotropic distribution is already reache!.
Consequently the effective polarization along they direction
is progressively reduced with increasedx and due to this also
the measured dielectric response.

In the regimex,0.15 the strength of both modes is com
parably suppressed with increasedx. However the soft mode
frequency f s is dramatically affected by finite value ofx
close to the phase transition temperature~Fig. 3!. For x.0
the degeneracy between the soft and Goldstone mode
quencies atTAC(x) is lifted and the frequency gap betwee
the modes increases withx. We believe that the reason be
hind this lies in the temperature dependent part of thets
dispersion relation@see Eq.~5!#. We claim that in different
domains the effective temperature is slightly different. T
might be due to the variation of the layer distance from
domain to a domain. The effect cannot be inferred from
free energy density expression described in Eq.~3! which
assumes the equilibrium layer spacing. In order to und
stand consequences that layer compression or dilation
cause one must use the Landau-Ginzburg description
smectic ordering@26,27#. The smectic layering is modele
with a complex order parameterc5heiw. Here the transla-
tional order parameterh describes the degree of smectic la
ering ~for h50 the translational ordering is lost! and the
phase factorw determines the position of smectic layer
e.g., for layers stacked along thez direction at a distance
dA52p/qA it holds w5qAz. In this description the relevan
free energy density termD f that determines the equilibrium
layer spacing and the tilt of molecules with respect to
layer normal can be expressed as

D f 5Ciu~nW •“2 iqA!cu21C'u~nW 3“ !cu21Du~nW 3“ !2cu2.

~10!

The first two terms suffice to describe the ordering in
SmA phase in which the smectic compressibility (Ci) and
bend (C') elastic constants are positive. The first~compress-
ibility ! term drives the system towards the equilibrium SmA
layer spacingqA . The second~bend! terms enforces molecu
lar orientation along the layer normal. This terms can dr
the system into the smecticC phase if it becomes negative
Therefore setting C'5C'

(0)(T2TAC) the second-orde
SmA-SmC ~or SmA-SmC* ) phase transition is realized a
T5TAC . Below TAC the third term in Eq.~10! with elastic
constantD is needed to stabilize the tiltu below p/2.
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For w5qAz, small values ofu, and neglecting spatia
variations inc, one findsD f ;a(T2TAC)u21bu4, where
a5h2qA

2C'
(0) and b5Dh2qA

4 . This form of free energy
yields for undistorted layers in the SmA phase the second
order AC phase transition atT5TAC : u(T>TAC)50 and
u(T<TAC)5Aa(TAC2T)/(2b). For distorted layers,
wherew5qz andqÞqA , additional terms appear inD f . Up
to the second order inu we get D f ;a(T2TAC)u2

1Cih
2qA(qA2q)u25a@T2(TAC2DTAC)#u2. The quan-

tity

DTAC5
Ci

C'
(0)

q~q2qA!

qA
2

;TAC~q/qA21! ~11!

describes the temperature shift of the SmA-SmC* phase
transition due to the homogeneous layer distortion. In
~11! we assumed comparable smectic compressibility
bend elastic constants deep in the SmA phase ~i.e., Ci
;C'

(0)TAC andq;qA). Note that even for a relatively sma
layer mismatchq/qA;1.001 one finds a detectable temper
ture shift: DTAC;TAC(q/qA21).0.1 K, TAC;300 K.
This range of temperature shifts is comparable with our d
~see Fig. 3! for x.0.025. Note that for typical values o
material constants@28# in Eq. ~5! @a0;531025J/(m2K), n
;0.1 Ns/m2] one finds forDT;0.1 K the frequency shift
D f s;a0DT/2pg;10 kHz. This value roughly matches th
observed frequency gaps between the soft and Golds
modes atT5TAC

(0) for x.0. Therefore the observed finite ga
at the phase transition region can be attributed to a distr
tion of domain bulklike phase transitions.

The temperature dependence of the statical susceptib
«8(v50) can reveal the universality class to which our sy
tem belongs. Our analysis indicates that the critical expon
g strongly depends on the temperature interval (Tmin ,Tmax)
in which the scaling exponent was extracted from measu
ments. For two different temperature intervals, determin
by r min

(1) (x)5(TAC2Tmin
(1) )/Tmin

(1) and r min
(2) (x)5(TAC2Tmin

(2) )/Tmin
(2) ,

both of which are sensible, we get completely differe
trends ofg(x) dependence asx in increased. Herer min

(1) (x
5020.05);231023, r min

(2) (x5020.05);531024,
r min

(1) (0.10);2.731023, r min
(2) (0.10);1.331023, and

r min
(1) (0.15);8.531023, r min

(2) (0.15);331023. Forx50 both
cases yield known pure-bulk value ofg;1, consistent with
the mean-field prediction. Forr min

(1) the g(x) dependence in-
creases withx tentatively approaching the 3DXY universalit
class~in which g;1.316) as suggested also by other stud
@2,7# that were focused to theN-SmA phase transition. The
approaching towards 3DXY behavior with increasingx ap-
pears because the ‘‘impurities’’ are believed to effective
decuple the fluctuations in the smectic and nematic or
parameter. Namely in the pure system with narrow nem
phase the coupling of these fluctuations is believed to ca
departure from the 3DXY universality class. In fact our me
surement can not exclude approaching to the random fi
Ising universality class withg51.8. However forr min

(2) com-
pletely different trend ofg(x) dependence is observed with
95% confidence level. With decreased value ofr min the value
2-6
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of g(x) decreases due to the smearing rounding effect in
«8(T) dependence close to the phase transition. Forr min

(1) the
value of g is already stable against the temperature ra
shrinkage.

Note that layer distortions can also affect the measu
critical behavior atTAC . The behavior across the secon
order SmA-SmC* phase transition is sensitive to the wid
of the Ginzburg temperature regimeDTG in which devia-
tions from the mean-field behavior are expected. The cr
rion @29# can be expressed asDTG5@k2TC /(16p)2#(1/
DCV

2j0
6), wherej0 is the bare smectic order parameter c

relation length,DCV the step in the specific heat at the cri
cal temperatureTC as it is given by the mean-field theor
andk is the Boltzmann constant. Expression forDCV andj0
can be expressed with the Landau coefficients which
renormalized if layers are distorted. Consequently the G
zburg criterion can be changed as demonstrated in Ref.@12#.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the influence of aerosil particles conc
trations on the soft mode and Goldstone mode dynam
across the SmA-SmC* phase transition of the CE8 liqui
crystal. The aerosil inclusions are spherical in shape wit
characteristic radius R;7 nm. Their surface enforces stron
homeotropic orientational anchoring. We studied concen
tions x50.025, 0.05, 0.1, and 0.15. The complex dielect
constant was measured with dielectric spectroscopy.
mixtures were confined to plane parallel cells with smec
layers running perpendicular to the cell plates. The mea
ing low-frequency field was applied along the cell plates n
mal. Consequently the soft and Goldstone mode dynam
was probed at the wave vectorq;0.

Our measurements reveal that forx,0.15 the Goldstone
characteristic frequencyf G exhibits the bulklike behavior
Contrary atT5TAC the characteristic soft mode frequencyf s
exhibits a gapD f s(x) with respect tof G . The gap gradually
increases with x from D f s(x50)50 to D f s(x50.15)
;50 kHz. The strength of both modes monotonically d
creases withx. For x50.15 the Goldstone mode disappea
and the soft mode anomalously broadens. The results ca
explained by assuming that the main contributions co
from bulklike domains in the sample in which pining of flu
tuations by impurities~i.e., aerosils! is negligible. Note that
the established domain structure is rather strongly locke
by the silica network forx.0.10. This can be inferred from
approximately the same dielectric response from the ‘‘v
gin’’ samples and the samples, that were exposed to
strong orienting magnetic field of 9 T prior to measuremen

The strength of modes decreases because the numb
these domains, which only contribute to our measureme
is gradually decreasing. In addition the distribution of re
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tive orientation of domains is gradually approaching rand
distribution withx that also decreases modes’ strengths. T
gapD f (x).0 for x.0 arises due to the local spread of th
transition temperatures caused by a slightly different sme
layer spacing in different domains. This behavior is forx
,0.15 enabled by ‘‘soft’’ character of the aerosil netwo
enabling it to rearrange into spatially inhomogeneous dis
bution to reduce the imposed elastic strain. Atx50.15 the
aerosil network becomes ‘‘stiff,’’ introducing more or les
quenched disorder to surrounding LC phase. Conseque
the temperature dependence of the soft mode stre
anomalously broadens across the phase transition and
Goldstone mode is completely suppressed. It is to be stre
that in several cases we checked the dielectric respons
samples also after being in a strong 9 T orienting magn
field. The dielectric response of ‘‘oriented’’ and ‘‘virgin’
samples was the same within the experimental error fox
>0.10, thus demonstrating the dominance of the s
quenched disorder over the soft annealing character of
aerosil network. Note that in the stiff regime the broaden
is also influenced by the presence of the LC phase wh
behavior is strongly affected by the silica network. This
suggested also from the deviations from the Arrhenius
havior in the soft mode frequency temperature behavior
served with increasingx. The value of the soft mode fre
quency actually increases at higher temperatures, whil
low temperatures due to the bending deviations from Arrh
ius behavior~typically for glassy systems! the soft mode
frequency becomes smaller than for pure bulk sample.

Relatively sharp «8(T) dependence across th
SmA-SmC* phase transition enables us to extract the criti
exponentg revealing the universality class of our system
Our analysis indicates that the measured value ofg(x) for
x.0 strongly depends on the temperature range used in
fitting. For measurements relatively far fromTAC (r min

(1) >2
31023), g(x) monotonically increases withx. For x
.0.025 values ofg seem to be consistent with the 3DX
model, as suggested also by other authors from studie
similar systems@7,2#. However for measurements closer
TAC substantially lower values ofg are obtained. Forr min

(2)

>531024 the g(x) dependence even monotonically d
creases with increasingx. Therefore our results indicate tha
measurements of critical exponents have to be taken w
particular care. Note that similar behavior is found in relax
materials@30#.
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